**TX1000A and RX1000A**

**Wireless Doorway Announcer**

### Parts Included
- TX1000A Indoor Transmitter
- RX1000A Indoor Receiver
- Aluminum Transmitter Bracket
- Mounting Screws X4

### Required Items
- AA Batteries X3
- P1 Philips Screwdriver

---

**Getting Started**

The **TX1000A** requires 3 AA batteries.

To install the batteries, simply pull back and lift up on the tab located on the back of the unit.

The **RX1000A** comes equipped with a 12VDC plug-in power supply with a 5ft cord.

---

**DIP Switches**

**IMPORTANT:** There is no need to change these DIP switches unless you are experiencing false rings from neighboring devices.

(If DIP switches are changed, switches 1 - 4 must be the **SAME** on **BOTH** TX & RX units!)  

"To register any DIP switch change, you will need to disconnect power from the unit you are making the changes on"

---

### Selecting the Tones

**Tones are set on the TX only!**

1. 5 and 6 down = Ding Dong (Default)
2. 5 up and 6 down = Single Ding
3. 5 down and 6 up = Double Ding Dong
4. 5 and 6 up = Turbo Sound

---

### The RX Unit

DIP switches 5 & 6 on the **RX** unit control the length of time the 12VDC terminal receives power when using an external wired accessory such as a **siren**, **buzzer** or **strobe**.

The **SPKR** terminal is used to attach external speakers **only**.

If no 12VDC accessory is attached, DIP switches 5 & 6 create a **delay between tones**.

- 5 up 5 sec. delay / 5 sec. of power
- 6 up 20 sec. delay / 20 sec. of power
TX1000A and RX1000A
Installation Instructions

The TX1000A can be installed above the doorway, on the ceiling or mounted on the side.

Avoid installing the TX1000A near heating or cooling vents, close to fluorescent or neon lighting or in direct sunlight. This may cause false rings or prevent customer detection.

The TX1000A can be installed above the doorway, on the ceiling or mounted on the side.

For best results this unit should be mounted on the ceiling 1 foot from the door and pointing down towards the threshold.

If mounting the TX1000A to the ceiling is not possible, installing the unit on the door frame as shown above, is also acceptable.

(When side mounting the TX1000A, the unit must be installed in the vertical position)